
Gilding The Lily 

DAVID SARSER':' and MELVIN C. SPRINKLE '~':' 

Details of a few sim..,le changes in the Musician's Am
plifier to im prove performance and listening quality. 

Fig. 1. The converted Mus ician' s amp lifier, using the Ultra-Linear 
connect ion of the output stage, which employs 5881's instead of the 
807's previously specified. The Altec lansing A-433 - A "front end" 

BE WISE MAN who said that "imita
tion is the sincerest form of flattery" 
certainlv must have had the Musi-

cian's Amplifier in mind. Since its 
introduction to the American Audio 
scene" the opinions of the authors have 
been confirmed by literally thousands of 
audio enthusiasts and engineers who 
have built them. Further confirmation 
has been indicated by the many other 
versions of "The Williamson" amplifier 
that have appeared both in kit and in 
wired form. It is conservative to say 
that no other audio amplifier has ever 
had such a wide publicity, so many un
animously enthusiastic users, and so 
many imitators. 

As it does to all things, time has 
brought some changes to the Musician's 
Amplifier, and it is felt that the authors 
should bring to the attention of other5 
certain improvements which can be made 
in the Musician's Amplifier. All of these 
changes have been field-tested and are 
recommended to those who have built 
the amplifier as per the original article. 
They cannot be made if the original cir
cuit a ",d components were not followed. 

Increasing Power Output 

Recently there appeared in .the litera
ture" 3 an article which described a pow
er amplIfier circuit which is between a 
tetrode and triode in characteristics and 
performance. This circuit requires an 
output transformer which is understood 
to have a tap at 43 per cent of the turns 
from center to each plate. Although not 
shown on the circuit diagram, the output 
trans(ormer' specified in the original 
Musician's Amplifier article has a center 
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is shown with the main amplifier and power supply. 

tap in each half of the primary winding, 
which is at SO per cent of the winding, 
not too far from 43 per cent. As the cir
cuit has certain features of inte rest, we 
investigated the possibility of using the 
taps to adapt the Musician's Amplifier 
and improve its performance. An ampli
fier was built with an A-B switch, ar
ranged so that in one position the circuit 
was the conventional Musician's while 
in the other position the screens were 
connected to the center taps of each half 
primary. The results were checked on an 
intermodulation analyzer and proved to 
be encouraging. At low powers, say up 
to 7 watts, there is no difference in dis
tortion, both being under I per cent 1M 
and most of the way both are way 
under 0.5 per cent. Above 7 watts, the 
Musician's Amplifier begins to have in
creasing amounts of 1M reaching 8 per 
cent at 12 watts. At this power the 
tapped .connection amplifier is still under 
I per cent, and its 1M distortion does not 
begin to climb until the power output is 
16 watts reaching 8 per cent at 19 .vatts. 
These results are summarized in Figs. 
2 and 3. It must be emphasized that the 
above power figures are those as read 
on the 1M meter and are not equivalent 
sine-wave power. If the figures are con
verted to equivalent sine-wave power by 
mUltiplying by the factor 1.47,' then the 
power output at 8 per cent is 27.9 watts, 
while the equivalent sine wave power at 
1.5 per cent 1M is 22 watts. Effectively, 
the power output has been i ncr cased to 
158 per cent of its previous value. This 
is certainly a worthwhile i mprovement
particularly when it costs no more than 
two pieces of wire and eliminates the 
two 100-ohm resistors which tie the 
screens to the piates. 

Ope rat io n 

Checks were made on the effect of the 
change on the plate and screen currents 
and on dissipation at both full-signal 
and quiescent conditions. It was found 
that the tubes were operating within 
ratings so that satisfactory tube life may 
be expected. Checks also were made on 
the response, square~wave performance, 
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and source impedance; these were found 
to be affected very little. One item of 
importance was found: as originally de
scribed, the circuit is very nearly Class 
A and the power amplifier is operated 
toward the upper regions of plate dis
sipation ratings, but well within ratings. 
The bias on the final stage was in
creased so as to go toward Class AB . 
operation. It was found that any move 
toward higher bias caused the 1M dis
tortion to climb, even at relatively. low 
power levels. The original bias resistor 
of 250 ohms gives optimum results with 
the new connection. 

By going to the tapped connection f9r 
the screens, the gai!1 of the amplifier 
without feedback is increased by about 
4 db. With a 4700-ohm resistor supply
ing feedback voltage from the 16-ohm 
output connection, the gain increase by 
using the taps is around 0.5 db or less. 
Thus the amount of feedback is in
creased to around 24 db. W ith most of 
the amplifiers converted by the authors, 
there is no tendency toward instability 
either at sub-audible or supersonic fre
quencies. Depending on the capacitance 
and condition of decoupling capacitors, 
it is possible that a tendency of the 
loudspeaker to "breathe" or oscillate 
slowly at 1 cps or less may be encounter
ed. It is recommended that. when the 
change to tapped operation is made, the 
feedback resistor be increased to 6800 
ohms. This value will provide 20 I,Ib of 
feedback, and tests have shown that no 
appreciable increase in distortion results. 
For other secondary connections, the 
feedback resistor may be figured as 1700 
times the square root of the nominal 
secondary impedance. 

One of the most interesting and im
portant features of the Musician's Amp
lifier is the way in which it overloads. 
Sine-wave power output tests can be 
Inade conveniently, quickly, and more 
accurately than might be supposed, by 
feeding in a sine-wave signal and in
creasing the input level until the wave
form of the output as seen on a cathode 
ray oscilloscope begins to c1 ip at the 
tops and bottoms, or begins to get 
"bumps" on the sides at low frequencies. 
The original amplifier overloads so 
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Fig. 2. Intermodulation distortion curves for 
the original Musician's amplifier {dotted linel 

and for the cOolYerted model {sol id li~e l. 

smoothly that it is often difficult to tell 
just when the beginning of overload is 
reached. Furthermore, · when the tops 
and bottoms of the waves are being 
clipped, after overload really is evident 
there is no ringing or fuzz, but only a 
clean clip. With the change .fo the 
screen tap connection, it was found that 
the overload was just as smooth as with 
the convention,!1 triode connection. 

Some inquiries have been made as to 
whether or not a large capacitor should 
be connected across the self-bias resistor 
of the output stage. It is well known that 
a large bypass capacitor should be con
nected across the bias resistor in Class 
AB stages, as this improves operation at 
the higher power levels. During the 
original work, the bypass capacitor was 
tried and was abandoned because it pro
duced no significant effect. This is be
cause the power amplifier is practically 
pure Class A. With the tapped arrange
ment the capacitor was found to have 
an improving effect at higher power out
puts. For maximum power output con
nect a 50-~f 50-volt capacitor across the 
bias resistor. However, it can be omitted 
with the assurance that no noticeable 
difference will be heard at lower levels. 

Listening Tests 

Of course the final test of the merits 
of an audio circuit is now and probably 
ever shall be the listening test. In music, 
listening quality is everything. Having 
an amplifier with an AB switch is an 
advantage in listening tests, and after 
considerable listening it is our opinion 
that the change does improve the sound, 
particularly on fortissimo musical 
passages when played at concert hall 
level. At the usual apartment house liv-· 
ing room loudness, operation of the 
switch produces very little noticeable 
change. Several users tell us that after 
living with modified Musician's Amp
lifiers for several weeks, they are con
vinced that they sound better at all loud
ness levels. 

For those who have built the Musi
cian's Amplifier as originally written up, 
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with the specified output transformer, 
here are the details for making the con
version: 

1. Remove both 100-ohm resistors 
(R .. and R .. on the schematic) that tie 
screens to plates of the output tubes. 

2. Connect a wire from the screen of 
the tube whose pla.te connects to terminal 
1 of the transformer to the adjacent 
terminal 2. 

3. Connect a wire from the screen of 
the other output tube (its plate connects 
to terminal 6 of the transformer) to 
terminalS. 

4. Change the feedback resistor from 
4iOO ohms to 6800 ohms (or to a value 
equal to 1700yzoc if an output imped
ance other than 16 ohms is being used). 

Output Tubes 

In the original paper, the authors used 
the 807 as an output tube in place of the 

• 
Fig. 3. Power output 
vs. f requency curves 
for original and Con-

verted amplifiers. 
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inserted the words "oil-filled capacitors" 
in the text materia!." The accompanying 
photograph showed round cans in the 
power supply, and the authors had much 
correspondence as to where round can 
oil-filled 8-I'f capacitors could be ob
tained. The answer is simple: the photo
graph was made with 8-I'f electrolytic 
capacitors. In a number of caSes when 
they could be obtained at reasonable 
prices, oil-filled capacitors have been 
used j however, the cans have not a1ways 
been round. Oil capacitors of 6 or 8-~f. 
will give a hum-free amplifier. The vol
tage rating should be a~ least 600 volts. 

The original power supply showed 
two filter chokes and three filter capaci
tors. We have found.,that there is no hum 
in an amplifier powered from a supply 
containing only one choke and having 
two filter capacitors of 6 or 8-~f. The 
reason for the use of only one choke is 
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KT-66 valve used in Williamson's de
sign. At that time the KT-66 was not 
available in America, although it is now. 

Recently Tung-Sol Electric, Inc. in
troduced the 5881 tube which is, in ef
fect, a single-ended 807. The total plate 
and screen dissipation in the triode con
nection is 26 watts with a plate-to-cath
ode voltage of 400. It has the further ad
vantage of single-end construction and 
the now almost standard octal base. The 
5881 has been used in the Musician's 
Amplifier, both in the original model 
and in those converted to Ultra-Linear 
operation, and has been found to be very 
satisfactory from all angles--perfor
mance, tube life, cost, and appearance. 
These tubes are manufactured to a high 
degree of uniformity, so it is no longer 
necessary to purchase them in matched 
pairs. The ruggedized construction 
minimizes changes ·in element spacing
and the cqnsequent changes in charac
teristics--with heating or mechanical 
vibration. Because of these advantages, 
the 5881 is now our standard output 
tube. 

Power Supply 

There have been several changes in 
the power supply which warrant a dis
cussion. In the originat paper, the editor 

to cut down on the d.c. voltage drop in 
the power supply filter. 

Another change in the power supply is 
in the rectifier tube. The original paper 
recommended a type 5U4G rectifier. 
The 5V4G or the older 83V were con
sidered, and their advantage in having 
a lower internal tube voltage drop was 
£ully recognized, but they were not used 
because of some past experience with 
internal tube leakage or shorts. The 
5V AG tubes have become readily avail
able because of their wide use in TV 
receivers as dampers, and it appears that 
modern construction has made them 
quite reliable. Thus, we now recommend 
that the 5V4G be used as a rectifier for 
improved results. The voltage surge 
during wanl1Up is practically eliminated 
with this tube. 

With these changes, the output vol
tage under full load is around 440 volts 
measured from B plus to ground. With 
a cathode bias on the output stage of 40 
volts, the d.c. plate voltage as measured 
from plate to cathode on the 5881 tubes 
is just about 400 volts. With these vol
tages on the tubes, t.he cathode current 

[Contillued Oil page 36] 
• We stili prefer oil-filled capacitors. 

Most electrolytics rated at 600 volts or 
mQre are built-up units using two lower
voltage electrolytics in series. ED. 
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radio transmitter triggered by a master 
clock, both of which are usually located 
in the studio building. A tiny receiver 
in each slave clock does the rest. When 
the correcting tone frequencies are in 
the audio spectrum, filters may be re
quired to keep these tones out of the 
studio audio system. 

A few last points on studio electrical 
work. If the area has a history of fre
quent and severe voltage fluctuations, 
you may be plagued by variations in 
turntable and recorder speeds and an
noying flickering of lights. In such cases, 
it is wise to incorporate constant-voltage 
transformer s or other voltage-regulat
Ing devtces as part of the studio a.c. 
system. Also, check on the local power 
frequency. Hammond organs for 60 
cps are ~ard to start on 50 cps and 
speak several half-tones off, and on 
25 cps, you'll have trouble with all sorts 
of 6O-cps equipment. Finally, where ar
mored circuits must go through double 
walls, make sure the contract calls for 
inserts of flexible (Greenfield) conduit 
within the wall. Just one rigid conduit 
bridging the airspace in a double waH 
can throwawaY much of its sound iso
lation value. Audio conduit will be dis
cussed in a subsequent installment. 

GILDING THE UL Y 
(from page 14] 

is around 63 rna, and no trouble should 
be encountered in obtaining the power 
levels or the low distortion of the Mu~ 
sician's Amplifier. Hum and noise in the 
power amplifier are inaudible. 

Front End 

The authors are well aware of the 
fact that no "front end" or preamplifier 
was described in the original paper and 
have had much correspondence with 
readers on the subject. Subsequent to 
the original paper, articles on front 
ends have appeared in these pages as 
well as in other publications. Some have 
been complex and expensi ve; others 
have been simple and inexpensive. In 
our own case, of course we have built 
front ends ; some of these have been 
good, while others have been not so 
good. One of the big reasons for our 
not describing a front end has been that 
we have nflt been so sure of the features 
to be incorporated in the ideal front end 
and the almost unsurmountable obstacle 
to the amateur constructor in achieving 
the appearance of a factory built unit. 

The requirements for a front end for 
the Musician's Amplifier are many and 
most rigorous: (1) It must have VN"y 

low distortion; (2) it must have very 
low noise and hum level; (3) it must 
have a response which approaches, at 
least, that of the power amplifier; (4) 
it must be capable of being installed at 
some distance from the power amplifier 
with absolutely no degradation of per
formance; (5) it must provide a high
quality preamplifier for magnetic phono 
pickup; (6) it must provide adjust-
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ment to compensate for the various 
recording equalization curves in use 
today or which have been widely 
used in the past; (7) it must have facili
ties for "tone compensation or adjust
ment" in addi~ion to phono compensa
tion, and whIch do not degrade the 
quality of program material or sound; 
(8) it must have medium-gain, fiat-re
sponse inputs for FM tuner and tape; 
(9) it must have (for the benefit of the 
ladies) eye appeal and particularly must 
have a minimum of knobs and adjust
ments; (10) and perhaps most import
ant, it must be moderate in cost without 
degradation of performance or facilities. 
This is a big order, and while we have 
bt11lt front ends which meet most of the 
electrical requirements, they often did 
not look good enough to warrant an 
article, largely because of our lack of 
manufacturing facilities. 

We have now adopted the Altec 
Lansing A-433A remote amplifier as a 
very satisfactory front end. It meets 
all of the requirements laid down above 
and when the price is considered it is 
far less expensive and eminently more 
satisfactory for the amateur to buy than 
to attempt to duplicate with the usual 
home facilities. Furthermore, the con
nection of the A-433A to the Musician's 
Amplifier is very simple and can easily 
b«; done by anyone reasonably handy 
wIth a soldering iron and a few tools. 
The output of this front end is a cathode 
follower with output impedance of less 
than 1000 ohms so that no high fre
quencies are lost in cable capacitances. 

When this front end is used: the com
bination should be perfectly stable. If 
motor boating is encountered, check 
filter capacitors in power amplifier. If at 
a maximum ba'ss boost the speaker cone 
"breathes" subaudibly, decrease the 
value of the coupling capacitor be
twc;en front end and power amplifier to 
0.03 Ilf or decrease grid resistor from 
1.0 meg to 0.47 meg. No audible differ
ence in sound will be apparent. 
. The .A-433A when used in conjunc

tIOn wIth the Musician's Amplifier has 
more than adequate gain, particularly on 
phono input. At settings of the volume 
control which give very loud volume 
with low-output pick-ups there should 
be no audible hum. At full rotation of 
the volume control some hum may be 
heard, but not all of this comes from 
the front end. Some will come from 
stray magnetic fields, poor shielding on 
pick-up leads, etc. The hum level may 
be adjusted for optimum by removing 
the ground from heater center tap and 
connecting a ground to the moving arm 
of a 50-ohm pot across the heaters. With 
this arrangement, we have been able to 
reduce to almost inaudible levels the 
hum heard when on phono, the volume 
control WIde open (far more than ever 
needed) and nothing connected to the 
input. 

The authors wish to acknowledge the 
invaluable assistance of Ralph Ellison 
in constructing the experimental models 
of the amplifier. 
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If you've been looking for on audio output tube thol's stobie 
under the rna", severe conditions-completely dependoble
then this is it! The Tung-Sol 5881 is flIgged both mechanically and 
electrically-and directly interchangeable with the 6L6. 

In creating the 5881, Tung-Sol engineers hove made lavish use 
of Ihe design and production techniques which hov ... proved them
selves over the past fiheen years-zirconium coaling over the~ 
carbonized metol plote and pure barium geller 10 effectiv<'!ly 
absorb gos for Ihe life of the tube-gold plated wire to minimize 
grid emission. These are bul a few of Ihe major design improve
ments in the 588l. 

Tung-Sol produces the 5881 under laboratory conditions, 10 
assure peak efficiency and maximum uniformity. You'll find this 
tube has the stuff to take the whole range of audio service require· 
ments from protracted standby periods to repeated heavy over' 
loads. 50, if absolute reliability is essential in your audio circuits, 
the Tung·5015881 b a "must." Order it from your regulor supplier, 

Write for cherrader;di" and performance dala 

TUNC-SOL ELECTRIC INC., NEWARK 4, N. J. 
Sales Offices: Atl.ntil • Chicago' Culver City {C~Iif.1 

D~Jlu • Denver' Detroit· Newark 

T.ng·Sol , .. k., AU · Gla .. Snl,d Bu. l"'~" 1IIIIat." 
L .... ~I, Slgnl FI .. bm, Pld ••• lIb .. , hdl., TV .. ~ 
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LETTERS 
Ungilding the Lily 

Sir : 

In your july issue you make usc of the expression "Gilding 
the Lily." 1 hope you will not take it amiss if I point out that 
this is a<:tua!ly a misquotation. J think the original obsen'atiol1 
about improving the lily was made by Shakespeare, in Killg 
John, Act I V, Scene 2, in the following words: 

"To gi ld refillcd guld, lu I",i,,{+ lh~ lily, 
To throw a perfume on the violet, 
To smooth the ice, or add another hue 

Unto the rainbow." 
I am not suggesting that because Shakespeare .'mid something 

in the 16th century we !IIust forevu usc the same thing; but I 
do think that a perusal of these lines shows that the e.xprcs$ion 
"To paint the lib-" has some meaning. whereas to talk about 
"gilding the lily" ha~ none . 

C. A. Briggs, 
Wharfedale Wireless Works, 
Idle, Bradford, 
Yorkshire, England. 

(* ittllics ours.- All Imgilded Iii}' 10 .'Jr. Briggs for hi-r com
mwt. Siucc lire misquoftltioll is ' better knowlI thalt III<! quota
tiol!, ~,-e followed popular bdirf. En.) 

Sir: 
\Ve note with interest the article ""Gilding the Lily" by Sarscr 

and Sprinkle in the July issue of iE. Since the important por_ 
tion of the article deals with the Ultra-Linear conversion, a 
circuit arrangement which we have designed, we. fed privileged 
to comment. 

The authors mention that the original Ultra-Linear drcuit 
has a tap at approximately 43 per cent of the primary winding, 
aud that they use a tap at 50 per cent which is "not too far 
from 43 \ler <:cut." \Vhat they faj! to mention is that in our 
own ci.-cuit arrangement the screen load is 1220 ohms, aud iu 
their arrangement it is 2500 ohms. We know that 2500 ohms ;s 
too far from 1220 to giye compo.rable results and that the per· 
formance of the circuit is degraded through misuse, although 
there is measureable improvement in their arrangement over 
the: conventional triode: connection. 

Our patent claims cover the use of (Iny primary tal' in this 
circuit arrangement. However, we have restricted the use of the 
tcrm Ullm Lillcar to the condition where the dynamic plate 
characteristic CUl"l'CS are most linear. This occurs with tubes of 
the 6L6 and the 807 type with a primary impedance of 6600 
ohms, screen impedance of 122<J ohms, and a bias equal to 10 
per cellt of the plate-to-cathode voitage. Only this last condition 
has been met by Sarser and Sprinkle and it is therefore incorrect 
to rdc~ to the. Gilded Lily as Ultra-Linear. 

David Hafler & Herbert I. Keroes, 
Acro Products Company, 
369 Shurs Lane, 
Philadelphia 28, Pa. 

Phase Inverter or Phase Splittcr~ 

Sir: 
'While explaining the audio dr:uit to an electrical power engi· 

ncer recently, I pointed out what I called a "phase-inverter" 
dreuit. He examined the diagram carefully and woke me up 
to a long existing semautic difficulty by asking, "But isn't any 
amplifier stage a phase inverter?" 

Without going into the question of certain circuits which do 
lIot illvert phase, I had to say yes, and proceed to point out that 
"phase splitter" might be a better term. With that in mind, he 
looked at the diagram again and in a few seconds understood 
it completely. 

So there it is, staring us in ihe phace. Elec.tronics, being a 
branch of a major sdence (physics), is supposcU to encourage 
a certain amount of precision of exprt.ssion amollg its practi
tioners, at least when a precise term is no more complicated 
and takes no longer to say than a loose one. Never again, in 
AUDIO PATENTS column or in :lI,lY other of my writings, will I 
willingly be guilty of mentioning a phas:. inverter when I really 
mean a phase splitter. If someone comes along with a better 
term, r will use that. Do r he.1r a chorus of "me-too's"? 
I hope so. 

While we are on the subject of terminology, how about adding 
the word "clectronism" officially to the elechonio: lexicou ? A 
conglomcration of wheels, levers, brackets, and other parts 
which constitute a IInit that docs some kind of a job as a whole 
i~ termed a l11 eclmnisnl. But its electronic counterpart defies 
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